
LARSON—MATH 353–CLASSROOM WORKSHEET 32
Variance & Standard Deviation

1. Log in to CoCalc.

(a) Start the Chrome browser.

(b) Go to https://cocalc.com

(c) Login (your VCU email address is probably your username).

(d) You should see an existing Project for our class. Click on that.

(e) Click “New”, then “Worksheets”, then call it c32.

Suppose you flip a coin 100 times. You’d expect 50 heads. You’d also expect to rarely
get exactly 50 heads. What is the average difference from 50? What can you say
about the distribution of differences?

def coin_flips(n): #make n flips

return [randint(0,1) for _ in [1..n]]

def heads(flips): #input a list of flips, count the 1s

return sum(flips)

def experiments(n,m): #do n flips, count the heads, repeat m times

data=[]

for _ in [1..m]:

data.append(heads(coin_flips(n)))

return data

def experiment_differences(n,m): #n flips, find the differences

exps = experiments(n,m). #from n/2 for each of m experiments

data=[]

for exp in exps:

data.append(1.0*(n/2)-heads(exp))

return data

def experiments_mean(n,experiments): #multiple experiments of n flips,

sum = 0 #return average positive difference from n/2

for x in experiments:

sum = sum + abs(n/2-x)

return sum/len(experiments)*1.0

def variance(n, experiments): #multiple experiments of n flips,

sum = 0 #return average squared difference from n/2

for x in experiments:

sum = sum + (n/2-x)^2

return sum/len(experiments)*1.0

def standard_deviation(n, experiments): #multiple experiments of n flips,

return sqrt(variance(n,experiments)) #return sqrt(variance)



2. We used histogram to graph or represent numbers of heads per experiment. Let’s
now visualize the percentage of times we get each outcome. So we’ll need to somehow
record each outcome x (so x is a numbersin [0..100]) we get and the percentage of
times px that outcome x occurs (so the numbers of x’s we get in our experiments
divided by the number of experiments.

3. Use scatter plot to plot the points (x, px).

The formula for the normal distribution with mean µ (expected number of heads)
and standard deviation σ is:
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For a given mean µ and standard deviation σ we can create the corresponding function
f(x) using the following function:

def distribution(mu,sigma): #returns a function

return lambda x: exp(-1/2*(x-mu)^2/sigma^2)/(sigma*sqrt(2*pi))

4. What does this formula say for an experiment with mean 0 and standard deviation
1? Plot it.

5. Now plot this function for values of µ and σ from our coin tossing experiments. Can
you guess how this function might be interpreted?

6. Now plot this function with our previous scatter plot on the same plot.

7. How could we use coin-tossing experiments to estimate π?

Conjecturing Invariant Bounds

We can use the conjecturing program to conjecture upper and lower bounds for
an invariant of an mathematical object (number, matrix, graph, etc). An invariant
in this context means any number associated with that object. So, for instance, the
determinant of a matrix is a matrix-invariant.

Inequalities show up everywhere in mathematics; famous ones include the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality. Investigating bounds can be of enormous practical importance:
bounds are useful when we want to reduce a search space where the answer to some
quetion may be (for instance optimizing a discrete function).

8. Load “conjecturing.py” and try this first simple example. Interpret the conjectures.
Are they true?

objects = [2,3,4]

invariants = [Integer.nbits, Integer.ndigits, Integer.sqrt]

invariant_of_interest = invariants.index(Integer.nbits)

conjecture(objects, invariants, invariant_of_interest, upperBound = True)

9. Getting your classwork recorded

When you are done, before you leave class...

(a) Click the “Make pdf” (Adobe symbol) icon and make a pdf of this worksheet.
(If Cocalc hangs, click the printer icon, then “Open”, then print or make a pdf
using your browser).

(b) Send me an email with an informative header like “Math 353—c32 worksheet
attached” (so that it will be properly recorded).

(c) Remember to attach today’s classroom worksheet!


